
Theme of the Month: We care…… health and Hygiene Month: November, 2019
Value of the Month: Caring and Empathy Class: IV

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Continuation
Session 8 - Finish and check the 
story.
Session 9 - What happens in the 
story.
Session 10- Changing characters in 
traditional tales.
Session 11- The story setting.
Session 12- Changing the ending.
Grammar- Prepositions.

>Revision  of unit - 4 for
 progression test - 3
Unit - 5 Reading to fing out.
Session 1 -Types of books.
Session 2 - looking at contents  
pages.
Session 3- Planning a contents  
page.
Grammar- pronouns

Session 4- Exploring special  words 
and pictures.
Session 5 -Reading a report.
Session 6- Writing a report.
Session 7- Looking at an index.
Grammar- pronouns

Session 8- Looking at a glossary.
Session 9 - Writing word meanings.
Session 10 - Looking at a dictionary.
Session 11- Reading an A to Z text.
Session 12- Changing on A to Z 
text.

LAKSHYA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Monthly Planner (Academic Session 2019-20)

MATHS
Ch-10 Decimals
Ch-15 Perimeter of Rectilinear 
figures

17. Symmetry
20 Pictorial Representation of Data 

18. Time 19. Calender 

SCIENCE 4.3- Sorting materials 

>Revision of unit - 4 for 
progression test 3
Unit - 5 Pushes and pulls 
5.1- In the playground.

5.2-Hows toys work.
5.3- Pushes and pulls around us 

5.3-Pushes and pulls around us
(Continuation)
5.4- Changing movements

SOCIAL 11. Our Heritage 12. Our History 13. Emperor Akbar
14. Shah Jahan                                         
15. Shivaji

II LAN 
TELUGU

L - 18. Selavu cheeti L - 19. Saaleedu - eega L - Bhaaratheeyulu Neethi padyaalu.

II LAN
HINDI

11.Onam 12.Indradhanushi Gulabi
Grammar- Adverb , One word for 
many and Difference between'' Ki'' 
and ''KEE''

III LAN 
TELUGU L - 23. telugu nelalu L - 23 Ruthuvulu L - 24 sooryudu - chamdrudu. L - 25. dikkulu

III LAN
HINDI

Dithwakshar words *Three monkeys *Three monkeys * Mango



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

III LAN
FRENCH

Lesson 6: Les amis de Caroline                                     
-Dialogue comprehension page 65-
Definite Articles  page 66

Lesson 6: Les amis de Caroline                                    
- Nationality: Male and Female                                                
-Test + Exercises T/B

Lesson 7: Quel jour sommes-nous? -
Dialogue comprehension Questions-
Answers  page 73                                                                  
-Days of the week  page 74

Lesson 7: Quel jour sommes-nous?                                     
-  Verb ''Aller''  page 75                                               
-Test and Exercises T/B

ICT

Creating a new Folder, copy, 
rename and delete, 4.Personalize 
your Computer, -Setting Desktop 
Background

Setting a screen saver, 
Changing the mouse settings

Setting Date & Time, 
5.Formatting text in MS Word, 
Changing font Size

Font Styles, Changing Font color, 
Text highlight,color

Music - 
Vocal

Rag bhupali arohan avarohan with 
taal and sruthi

Exercises practice in rag bhupali Rag bhupali swarmalika Rag bhupali chote khyal

Music - 
Instrument

C scale to B scale Practice on 
keyboard and national song and 
national anthem

C scale to B scale Practice on 
keyboard and national song and 
national anthem

All 12 note major chords practice All 12 notes minor chords Practice

Body execution in classical dance 

DANCE

Explain of Indian dance origin and 
explain body movement of aramindi 
,half squad and sampurna mandi  
full squad 

Indian classical dances  
Basics warm-up and body strength 
exercises  cooperate the body 
movements along with music 
Adugulu  practice 
Discussion of Laya

Body execution in classical dance 
with body posture practice of 
tattadugu and nattadgu tattadugu 
various intensity Of 1,2,3    Explain 
of bhavas EX. Fire water sky earth 
And doing mono acting of nature 
Waterfalls birds hills animals 
EX..sanke shima mukha kataaka 
muka mudras

Practice with music  all basic 
mudras and with foot work

G.K.
21. Landforms and water bodies in 
india

22. Islands 23. Birds galore 24. Explorers of the world

VE / LSP Pollution justice Justice Justice

ART & 
CRAFT

Make the student to draw based on 
community around us  (e.g. police, 
fire station , post man using their 
dress code )

Experiment with paint of
different consistencies. Uses 
different media together to make art 
washes of colour over an oil pastel 
drawing of a fish

hand Print Uses different media 
together to make art use different 
paints such as water colour,
poster colour, oil paint and inks to 
achieve

Leaf print, Playful expression Chart 
sheets, poster colours,

KARATE Measuring & valid parts Prohibited parts& prohibited method Tornado kick 360 kick Sparring & invalid parrts



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

SEP
MANIPULATIVE SKILLS:
TEAM GAME: 
 Foot ball: 

MOTOR SKILLS:
TEAM GAME:
 BOWLING GAME;

MOTOR SKILLS:
Ball in the basket;

MOTOR SKILLS
Rhythm 
TEAMGAME:

SWIMMING

Learners: Will learn, how to  breath 
and bubble in water, continue with 
the freestyle kicking. Gliding or 
kicking with the support of wall.
Intermidiate: learning the hand 
movement along with kicking drills.
Advanced: side breathing, freestyle 
repetition of laps, backstroke kicking

Learners::, continue with the 
freestyle kicking. Gliding or kicking 
with the support of wall.
Intermidiate: Backstroke kicking 
drills 
Advanced: Freestyle repetition of 
laps, back stroke corrections.

How to survive in deep water and 
rescue techniques

Learners: freestyle kicking for 25 mtr 
distance, stop and start untill they 
finish without stopping.
Intermidiate: full stroke freestyle for 
25 mtr distance.
Advanced: backstroke arm action

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
Guide your child to research and find out number of people who don’t get two times meals a day and how to help such people. Tell the importance of food in our 

lives, various ways in which we can avoid the wastage of food. Help your child in presenting their research in A4 sheets.

* * *

Signature of the Principal

lives, various ways in which we can avoid the wastage of food. Help your child in presenting their research in A4 sheets.

CREATIVE CLASS ROOM DÉCOR
Children will be motivated to prepare posters based on the profile Balanced and attitude  Respect 

(to highlight the importance of being Balanced and Respectful)
Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: G. Renuka                                               Mobile Number: 9490373135

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in


